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Empirical studies have found high correlation between entry and exit across industries,
indicating that industries differ substantially in their degree of firm turnover. I propose a
computational model of dynamic oligopoly with entry and exit in a turbulent
technological environment. I examine how industry-specific factors give rise to across-
industries differences in turnover. An analysis of the endogenous relationships between
firm turnover, industry concentration, and the performance variables shows: (1) the rate
of turnover and industry concentration are positively related; (2) industry concentration
and market price are positively related; (3) no general relationship exists between
industry concentration and price-cost margin.
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INTRODUCTION

The traditional empirical literature in industrial organization consists of many cross-
sectional studies that focus on the relationship between the market structure and
performance across industries [Caves 2007].1 Owing to the problem of data
availability, these studies were restricted to cross-sectional approaches using structural
measures and performance measures that were constructed from data at a point in
time.2 Some improvements were made by researchers through their attempts to
construct panel data base and address the stability of such relationships over time
[Domowitz et al. 1986]. Nevertheless, without a good understanding of the linkage
between the dynamics of firm turnovers and the endogenous market structure, these
studies offered only a partial understanding of the organization of industries at best.
Recognizing this gap, more recent studies such as Dunne et al. [1988] utilized the
Census of Manufactures data for US manufacturing over the period 1962–1982 to
provide a more complete picture of industry dynamics. In particular, with respect to
the regularities involving firm entry and exit, they conclude:

“... we find substantial and persistent differences in entry and exit rates across
industries. Entry and exit rates at a point in time are also highly correlated
across industries so that industries with higher than average entry rates tend to
also have higher than average exit rates. Together these suggest that industry-
specific factors play an important role in determining entry and exit patterns.”

Baldwin [1995] is another attempt at exploring the internal dynamics of industries
on a broad cross-sectional basis using the panel data from the Canadian
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manufacturing sector that track the movements of firms over time. The main
contributions of these recent efforts have been to shed light on the significant role
that firm turnovers play in the evolutionary dynamics of industries and to establish a
rich set of empirical regularities involving firm turnovers and market structure over
time and across industries.3

The theoretical literature developed somewhat separately from the empirical literature.
The earliest group of models involved static equilibrium models with fixed number of
firms or with free entry. While these were adequate for providing a simple game-theoretic
foundation for the conventional cross-sectional studies of structure and performance,
they lacked the ability to directly explore the dynamics of firm entry and exit and their
impact on the evolution of industries. A small group of more recent models focused on
the shakeout phenomenon in infant industries, trying to support the emergence of such
phenomenon as an equilibrium of a dynamic game in which optimizing firms make entry
and exit decisions with perfect foresight [Jovanovic and MacDonald 1994; Klepper and
Graddy 1990].4 Another recent class of models involve computing Markov Perfect
Equilibrium (MPE) of dynamic oligopoly games that entail entry and exit by firms
[Pakes and McGuire 1994; Ericson and Pakes 1995]. The MPE models are potentially
capable of addressing the class of dynamic issues that are of interest in this paper, while
maintaining the standard assumption of perfect rationality and perfect foresight on the
part of firms’ decision making. The problem is, however, that these models suffer from
the curse of dimensionality and are often unable to compute the equilibrium for
industries that contain more than a few firms. If one is interested in generating outputs
that can match real industry data, this is a serious drawback.

What is needed, then, is a dynamic model of industry competition that is capable
of generating the various empirical regularities on firm turnovers and market
structure over time and across industries, while also having a sufficiently wide scope
to be able to identify the causes of the inter-industry differences in the extent of these
regularities. This paper is motivated by these challenges. The model I propose is a
computational one that permits a comprehensive study of the internal dynamics of
industries with heterogeneous firms. The model features entry and exit by firms,
continual innovations in production technologies, and market competition based on
heterogeneous cost positions of firms resulting from divergent technology choices.
The critical feature of the model is the turbulent nature of the technological
environment within which these actions take place. Using this model, I am able to
track the development of an industry from the moment of its birth to full maturity,
even though the main focus is on the long-run behavior of firms in the mature
industry that has attained a steady state throughout the course of repeated entries
and exits of firms. The model generates persistent series of entries and exits even
when an industry has attained a steady state. Such movements of firms are induced
by the external shocks applied to the technological environment within which firms
carry out their production. A sudden and unexpected change in technological
environment induces exits by unfortunate incumbents, who are then replaced by new
entrants who find the new environment hospitable given their initial endowment of
production technologies. With this model I investigate the within-industry time-
series properties of the turnover variables, as well as the underlying causes of the
cross-industry differences in the long-run average behavior of the relevant
endogenous variables including the rate of firm turnovers, market concentration,
and industry price-cost margin (PCM). The latter investigation allows me to explain
the cross-sectional turnover-structure-performance relationship as an endogenous
outcome of the competitive industry dynamics.
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To briefly summarize the findings of this study, the time series results on
firm entry and exit and the endogenous performance variables show: (1) the
contemporary rates of entry and exit are positively correlated; and (2) the rates of
entry and exit are positively correlated with market price, but negatively correlated
with the industry PCM. Hence, the period with a higher rate of turnover is likely to
have a higher market price but a lower industry PCM. The cross-sectional properties
are inferred from the steady-state outputs of the endogenous variables for when the
relevant parameters that capture industry-specific factors have different values.
These parameters consist of those that capture the exogenously specified structure of
the industry (fixed cost and market size) and those that capture the firms’ potential
to adapt to changing technological environment (rate of change in technological
environment and firms’ propensity to innovate). I find that each parameter has the
same qualitative impact on the rates of firm entry and exit, industry concentration,
and market price, but not on the industry PCM. As such, an industry with a
high entry rate is also likely to have a high exit rate (and thus be categorized as
a high turnover industry); and a high turnover industry is likely to have a
high concentration and have a high market price. No such general conclusion is
possible in terms of the relationship between the industry concentration and the
industry PCM.

The contribution of this study is twofold. First, it offers a comprehensive model of
industry evolution with a potential to integrate the divergent research agenda from
the existing literature. Of particular importance is the model’s capacity to combine,
in a unifying framework, the insights from the cross-sectional studies of structure-
performance relationships and the time-series studies of firm turnovers. Using the
computational model to generate and track the relevant firm-level and industry-level
outputs over time, I can perform comparative dynamics analyses and identify
relationships between industry-specific factors and the long-run industry behavior.

Second, it shows that many stylized empirical facts on industrial dynamics can be
replicated using a computational model that specifies a set of rather simple decision
rules for the firms.5 The standard neoclassical firms with perfect rationality and
perfect foresight are replaced with myopic firms who are motivated mainly by static
profits based on limited information about the competitive environment.6 These
firms, however, are adaptive in that they engage in technological innovations which
allow them to learn about new ways to improve their production efficiency and the
consequent profits. I view this departure from the usual assumption of dynamic
optimization as being worthwhile, as it allows me to devote a substantial amount of
available computational resource to tracking and analyzing the movements of those
variables that capture the state of the market and the adaptive behavior of the firms
in the industry. This should be contrasted to the MPE models which must devote
substantial amounts of computing resources to solving individual firm’s dynamic
optimization problem in a recursive manner. By giving up the perfect foresight
assumption, I am then able to re-allocate the computing resources thus released to
tracking and describing the movements of firms in and out of the market in realistic
details.7 The validity of the model is then shown by its ability to replicate the well-
known regularities in the empirical literature.

There exists a small group of other papers that utilize computational modeling
and analysis in the way that is consistent with the approach taken in this paper.
Ballot and Taymaz [1997] looks at the diffusion of innovations that result from the
interactions between firms’ investments in R&D and their accumulation of human
capital (through firm-sponsored training). As in this paper, they model technology
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as a set of techniques, thereby specifying a fixed technology space. Within this space
they define a best-practice technology that the firms search for in the course of
market competition. The search is guided by the firms’ desire to raise their
technological level which is determined by the degree of correspondence between the
best practice technology and their current technologies. The search mechanisms are
modeled with genetic algorithm and include experimentation (recombination),
innovation (mutation), imitation, and selection. The rate at which these mechanisms
are employed depends on different types of accumulated human capital as well as
the R&D expenditures. While this framework allows them to examine the effects of
general human capital, specific human capital, and R&D on the aggregate growth of
firms, their focus is not on the entry/exit dynamics or the issue of long-run market
structure. Cantner and Pyka [1998] considers a dynamic model in which firms
choose a combination of innovation and imitation to carry out process and product
innovations. Their analysis focuses on the effectiveness of different strategies for
building up absorptive capacity [Cohen and Levinthal 1989] on firms’ performances.
The model is restricted to an oligopoly with a fixed number of firms and, hence, does
not address the entry/exit issues that are of interest to us. The paper that is closest to
the current paper is Chang [2009] which uses a variant of the model presented here.
However, the study carried out in Chang [2009] focuses exclusively on the initial
shakeout phase of the industries and not on the long-run steady state. Furthermore,
the technological environment was assumed to be stable in that paper, contrary to
the current model which assumes persistent technology shocks.

The next section describes the model in detail. This is followed by a discussion in
Section ‘Design of computational experiments’ of how the computational
experiments are designed and executed. Section ‘Representative replication with
baseline parameter values’ describes the results from a representative replication
using the baseline parameter values. Section ‘Time series properties along the steady-
state path’ reports the time series properties of the turnover variables within
industries. How the industry-specific factors affect the steady-state properties of the
endogenous variables is discussed in Section ‘Steady-state mean properties across
industries’. The implications of the steady-state properties on the endogenous
relationships between turnover, structure, and performance are discussed in the
penultimate section. Final section provides the concluding remarks.

THE MODEL

The model entails a repeated oligopoly competition with firm entry and exit, where
firms are subjected to externally generated turbulence in technological environment.
Two aspects of the model distinguish it from other economic models of industry
dynamics: (1) how technology is defined and (2) how turbulence in technological
environment is modeled. The unique approach taken here allows me to model the
process of innovation as that of adaptive search guided by a hill-climbing algorithm.
I start by describing the specific way in which production technology is modeled
before moving on to other aspects of the market process.

Technology

Each period, firms engage in market competition by producing and selling
a homogeneous good. The good is produced through a process that consists of
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N distinct tasks. Each task can be completed using one of several different methods.
Even though all firms produce a homogeneous good, they may do so using different
combinations of methods for the N component tasks. The method chosen by a firm
for a given task is represented by a sequence of n bits (0 or 1) such that there are 2n

possible methods available for each task and thus 2N � n different variants of the
production technology.

In period t, a firm i’s technology is then fully characterized by a binary vector
of N � n dimensions which captures the complete set of methods it uses to produce
the good. Denote it by zi

tA{0, 1}N � n, where zi
t�(zit(1),y , zi

t(N)) and zi
t(h) is

firm i’s chosen method in task hA{1,y N} in period t such that
zi
t(h)� (zi

t(h, 1),y , zi
t(h, n))A{0, 1}n. An example withN¼ 24 and n¼ 4 is given below:

task ðhÞ : #1 #2 #3 � � � � � � #24

task methods ðztiðhÞÞ : 1101 0010 1001 � � � � � � 1110

Note that there are 16(¼ 24) different methods (or bit configurations) for each task.
What is shown above for a given task represents a particular method chosen out of
the 16 available methods. Given that the production process is completely described
by a vector of 96(¼ 24� 4) bits, there are then 296 possible bit configurations (and,
hence, 296 possible technologies) for the overall production process.

In measuring the degree of heterogeneity between two technologies (i.e., method
vectors), zi and z j, we shall use “Hamming distance,” which is defined as the number
of positions for which the corresponding bits differ:

Dðzi; zjÞ �
XN
h¼1

Xn
k¼1

ziðh; kÞ � zjðh; kÞ
�� ��ð1Þ

In order to represent the technological environment that prevails in period t, I specify
a unique methods vector, bz tA{0, 1}N � n, which is defined as the optimal technology for
the industry in t. How well a firm’s chosen technology performs depends on how close
it is to the prevailing optimal technology in the technology space. More specifically,
the marginal cost of firm i realized in period t is a direct function of D(zi

t,bz t ), the
Hamming distance between the firm’s chosen technology, zi

t, and the prevailing
optimal technology, bz t. The firms are uninformed about bz t ex ante, but engage in
search to get as close to it as possible by observing its actual profit which depends on
its marginal cost. The optimal technology is common for all firms. As such, once it is
defined for a given industry, its technological environment is completely specified for
all firms since the performance of any technology (which may be chosen by a firm) is
well defined as a function of its distance to this optimal technology.

I allow turbulence in the technological environment. Such turbulence is assumed
to be caused by factors external to the industry in question. An obvious example is a
technological innovation that originates from outside of the given industry.
Consider, for instance, two different industries that are linked together in a supply
chain. The firms in the upstream industry supply essential inputs to the firms in the
downstream industry. When the upstream firms adopt new technological innova-
tions that affect their production and delivery of the inputs to the downstream firms,
the firms in the downstream industry may experience sudden changes in their
bargaining positions and their production environment. Existing mechanisms for
coordinating the flow of materials in the supply chain may no longer be as effective
and the firms may have to reconfigure their activities and/or adopt certain
equipment in order to remain viable in the downstream market. How smooth such
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an adjustment will be for a firm depends on what its prior mode of operation was
and how the external shock has affected its competitive position relative to other
firms in the market.8

How an externally generated innovation can lead to major re-configuration of
firms’ activities can be seen from the experience in the 1990s of the economy-wide
revolution in information technology (IT). The rapid diffusion of IT is often said to
have caused major changes in the way businesses conduct their daily routines. For
instance, Bresnahan et al. [1999] found that the use of IT is correlated with a new
workplace organization that includes broad job responsibilities for line workers, more
decentralized decision making, and more self-managing teams. Bartel et al. [2007]
claim that plants that adopted new IT-enhanced equipment also shifted their business
strategies through more frequent product switching and greater product customiza-
tion, while adopting human resource practices that support increased technical and
problem-solving skills. That technology shocks can rearrange the cost positions of the
firms and reverse their fortunes can be seen in Brynjolfsson et al. [2008], in which they
report that IT-intensive industries accounted for most of the increase in industry-level
turbulence from 1987 to 2006, where turbulence is measured as the average size of
rank changes of all firms in the industry from one period to next.

These findings then indicate: (1) external technology shocks tend to redefine firms’
production environment; and (2) such environmental shifts affect the cost positions
of the firms in the competitive marketplace by changing the effectiveness of the
methods they use in various activities within the production process. These
unexpected disruptions pose renewed challenges for the firms in their efforts to
adapt and survive. It is precisely this kind of external shocks that I try to capture in
this paper. My approach is to allow the optimal technology, bz t, to vary from one
period to the next, where the frequency and the magnitude of its movement
represent the degree of turbulence in the technological environment. The exact
mechanism through which this is implemented is described in Section “Dynamic
STRUCTURE of the model,” which covers the dynamic structure of the model.

Finally, in any given period t, the optimal technology is unique. While the
possibility of multiple optimal technologies is a potentially interesting issue, it is not
explored here because in a turbulent environment, where the optimal technology is
constantly changing, it is likely to be of negligible importance.9

Demand and cost

In each period, there exists a finite number of firms that operate in the market. In
this sub-section and the next, I define the static market equilibrium among such
operating firms. The static market equilibrium defined here is then used to
approximate the outcome of market competition in each period. In this sub-section
and the next, I will temporarily abstract away from the time superscript for ease of
exposition.

Let m be the number of firms operating in the market. The firms are Cournot
oligopolists, who choose production quantities of a homogenous good. In defining
the Cournot equilibrium in this setting, I assume that all m firms produce positive
quantities in equilibrium.10 The inverse market demand function is specified to be

PðQÞ ¼ a�Q

s
ð2Þ

where Q¼
P

j¼ 1
m qj and s denotes the size of the market.11
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Each operating firm has its production technology, zi, and faces the following
total cost:

CðqiÞ ¼ fi þ ci � qið3Þ
Hence, fi is the fixed cost of production for firm i, while ci is its marginal cost. For
simplicity, the firms are assumed to have identical fixed cost so that
f1¼ f2¼?¼ fm� f.

As mentioned above, the firm’s marginal cost depends on how different its
technology, zi, is from the optimal technology, bz. Specifically, ci is defined as follows:

ciðzi; bz Þ ¼ 100 �Dðzi;bzÞ
N � nð4Þ

ci is, hence, an increasing function of the Hamming distance between the firm’s
chosen technology and the optimal technology for the industry. The marginal cost is
at its minimum of zero when zi¼bz, while it is at the maximum of 100 when all N � n
bits in the two technologies are different from one another. Given the expression for
ci, the total cost can be re-written as

CðqiÞ ¼ fþ 100 �Dðzi;bzÞ
N � n � qið5Þ

Cournot equilibrium with asymmetric costs

Given the inverse market demand function and the firm cost function, firm i’s profit
is

piðqi;Q� qiÞ ¼ a� 1

s

Xm
j¼1

qj

 !
� qi � f� ci � qið6Þ

Taking the first-order condition for each i and summing over m firms, we derive the
equilibrium industry output rate, which gives us the equilibrium market price, P,
through equation (2):

P ¼ 1

mþ 1

� �
aþ

Xm
j¼1

cj

 !
ð7Þ

Given the vector of marginal costs defined by the firms’ chosen technologies and the
optimal technology, P is then uniquely determined and is independent of the market
size, s. Furthermore, the equilibrium market price depends only on the sum of the
marginal costs and not on the distribution of cis [Bergstrom and Varian 1985].

From the first-order condition for each firm, one derives the equilibrium firm
output rate as

qi ¼ s
1

mþ 1

� �
aþ

Xm
j¼1

cj

 !
� ci

" #
ð8Þ

A firm’s equilibrium output rate depends on its own marginal cost and the
equilibrium market price such that qi¼ s[P�ci]. Finally, the Cournot equilibrium
firm profit is

pðqiÞ ¼ P � qi � f� ci � qið9Þ

¼ 1

s
ðqiÞ

2 � fð10Þ

Note that qi is a function of ci and
P

j¼ 1
m cj, while ck is a function of zk and bz for all k.
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It is then straightforward that the equilibrium firm profit is fully determined, once
the vectors of methods for all firms are known. Further note that cipck implies
q�iXq�k and, hence, p(q�i)Xp(q�k)8i, kA{1,y,m}.

It is useful to consider what implications this static model of Cournot oligopoly
has on the long-run free-entry equilibrium when firms have homogeneous marginal
costs. Assuming ci¼ c� 8iA{1,y,m}, it is straightforward to show that p(m)¼
s((a�c�)/(mþ 1))2�f. The long-run equilibrium number of firms, m�, consistent
with free entry, is defined as (the integer part of) m that satisfies p(m)¼ 0 such that

m� ¼ a� cð Þ
ffiffi
s

f

r
� 1ð11Þ

Notice that m� is directly related to the market size (s) and inversely related to the
fixed cost ( f ). The static model with symmetric marginal costs then predicts that an
industry with a larger (smaller) market size and/or a smaller (larger) fixed cost will
be able to sustain a greater (fewer) number of firms under free entry. We will revisit
this issue later as the model is extended to a fully dynamic version which allows for
heterogeneous firm costs that evolve over time.

Dynamic structure of the model

Central to the model is the view that the firms engage in search for the optimal
technology over time, but with limited foresight. What makes this “perennial”
search non-trivial is the stochastic nature of the production environment — that is,
the technology which was optimal in one period is not necessarily optimal in the next
period. This is captured by allowing the optimal technology, bz t, to vary from one
period to the next in a systematic manner. The mechanism that guides the shift
dynamic of the optimal technology is described below.

Consider a binary vector, xA{0, 1}N � n. Define d(x, l )C{0, 1}N � n as the set of
points that are exactly Hamming distance l from x. The set of points that are within
Hamming distance l of x is then defined as

Dðx; lÞ �
[l
i¼0

dðx; iÞð12Þ

Given this definition, the following rule drives the shift dynamic of the optimal
technology:

bz t ¼
bz0 with probability gbz t�1 with probability 1� g

�
where bz 0AD(bz t-1, g) and g and g are constant over all t.12 Hence, with probability g
the optimal technology shifts to a new one that is within g Hamming distance from
the current technology, while with probability 1�g it remains unchanged at bz t�1.
The volatility of the technological environment is then captured jointly by g and g,
where g is the frequency and g is the maximum magnitude of changes in
technological environment. In this paper, I focus on the impact of g, which I will
refer to as “the rate of change in technological environment,” while holding fixed the
maximum magnitude of the change (g) at the baseline value.

The change in technological environment is assumed to take place in the
beginning of each period. However, firms have no way of perceiving such changes
until they engage in production which takes place only after the entry decisions and
the innovation decisions have been made. Indeed, each period of the horizon
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consists of four stages in the way firms make decisions. Figure 1 shows the sequence
of these decision stages. The main feature is that the entry decisions in stage 1 and
the innovation decisions in stage 2 are made on the basis of technological conditions
realized in the previous period, bz t�1, while the output decisions in stage 3 and the
exit decisions in stage 4 are made in the context of the current environment, bz t,
realized through production and market competition. The intuition is that the acts
of entry and innovation represent commitments which must be made on the basis of
incomplete information, while the output decisions (as approximated by the
Cournot equilibrium output rates) are based on the realized production environment
which surrounds the market competition in stage 3. There are then two distinct
limitations on firms’ rationality in this model. One, firms are short-sighted and make
their decisions on the basis of the projected performance in the current period only.

Figure 1. Decision structure in period t.
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Two, their entry and innovation decisions are made on the basis of the technological
environment that may no longer be relevant.

Given the four-stage structure, the process of intra-industry dynamics in period t
starts with four groups of state variables. First, there exists a set of surviving firms
from t�1, denoted St�1, where S0¼ |. The set of surviving firms includes those firms
which were active in t�1 in that their outputs were strictly positive as well as those
firms which were inactive with their plants shut down during the previous period.
Let Sþ

t�1 and S�
t�1 denote, respectively, the set of active and inactive firms in t�1 such

that Sþ
t�1� {all jASt�1|qj

t�1>0} and S�
t�1� {all jASt�1|qj

t�1¼ 0}, where
Sþ
t�1SS�

t�1¼St�1. The inactive firms in t�1 survive to t if and only if they have
sufficient net capital to cover their fixed costs in t�1.

Second, each firm iASt�1 possesses a production technology, zi
t�1, carried over

from t�1, which gave rise to its marginal cost of ci
t�1 as defined in equation (4). In

addition, the previous period’s optimal technology bzt�1 is carried over to period t
since firms perceive the technological environment to remain the same as they make
their entry decisions and innovation decisions prior to the opening of the market in t.

Third, each firm iASt�1 has a current net capital of wi
t�1 which it carries over from

t�1. The net capital is adjusted at the end of each period on the basis of the
economic profit earned (which adds to it) or loss incurred (which subtracts from it)
by the firm. It is this net capital which ultimately determines the firm’s viability in
the market.

Finally, there is a finite set of potential entrants, Rt, who contemplate entering the
industry in the beginning of t. In this paper, we assume that the size of the potential
entrants pool is fixed and constant at r throughout the entire horizon. We also
assume that this pool of r potential entrants is renewed fresh each period. Each
potential entrant k in Rt is endowed with a technology, zk

t , randomly chosen from
{0, 1}N � n according to uniform distribution. Associated with the chosen technology
is its marginal cost of ck

t for all kARt.
The definitions of the set notations introduced in this section and used throughout

the paper are summarized in Table 1.

Stage 1: Entry decisions
In stage 1 of each period, the potential entrants in Rt first make their decisions to
enter. This decision depends on the profit that it expects to earn in t following entry,
which is influenced by two beliefs: (1) the technological environment that prevailed
in t�1 will continue to prevail in t; and (2) if it enters, its profit will be the static
Cournot equilibrium profit based on the marginal costs of the active firms from t�1

Table 1 Set notations

Notation Definition

St Set of surviving firms at the end of t

S+
t Those in St which were active in t

S�
t Those in St which were inactive in t

Rt Set of potential entrants at the beginning of t

Et Set of actual entrants in t

Mt Set of firms poised to compete in t(=St�1SEt)

Lt Set of firms which exit the industry at the end of t
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and itself as the only new entrant in the market.13 That the potential entrants would
assume that they will be the only firm to enter if they find it profitable to do so is
clearly a strong assumption. Nevertheless, this assumption is made for two reasons.
First, it has the virtue of simplicity. Second, Camerer and Lovallo [1999] provides
some support for this assumption by showing in an experimental setting of business
entry that most subjects who enter tend to do so with overconfidence and excessive
optimism. Furthermore, they find that “Excess entry is much larger when subjects
volunteered to participate knowing that payoffs would depend on skill. These self-
selected subjects seem to neglect the fact that they are competing with a reference
group of subjects who all think they are skilled too.”

The decision rule of a potential entrant kARt is then

Enter; if and only if pekðztkÞ þ b40

Do not enter; otherwise

�
ð13Þ

where pk
e is the static Cournot equilibrium profit the entrant expects to make in the

period of its entry and b is the fixed “start-up capital” common to all new entrants.
The start-up capital may be viewed as a firm’s available fund that remains after
paying for the one-time set-up cost of entry.14 For example, if one wishes to consider
a case where a firm has zero fund available, but must incur a positive entry cost, it
would be natural to consider b as having a negative value.

Once every potential entrant in Rt makes its entry decision on the basis of the
above criterion, the resulting set of actual entrants, EtDRt, contains only those firms
with sufficiently efficient technologies which will guarantee some threshold level of
profits given its beliefs about the market structure and the technological
environment. Denote by Mt the set of firms ready to compete in the industry:
Mt¼St�1SEt. We will denote by mt the number of competing firms in period t such
that mt¼ |Mt|.

The entry decision rule indicates that an outsider will be attracted to enter the
industry if and only if it is convinced that its net capital following entry will be
strictly positive. Just as each firm in St�1 has its current net capital of wi

t�1, we will
let wj

t�1¼ b for all jAEt. At the end of stage 1 of period t, we then have a well-defined
set of competing firms, Mt, and the current net capital for all firms in that set,
fwt�1

i g8i2Mt .

Stage 2: Innovation decisions
In stage 2, the surviving incumbents from t�1 — that is, all active and inactive firms
in St�1 — engage in innovation in order to improve the efficiency of their existing
technologies. Given that the new entrants in Et entered with new technologies, they
do not innovate in t.

Each surviving incumbent in t gets one chance to innovate in that period with
probability l. With probability (1�l), it does not get the opportunity to innovate, in
which case bz t¼bz t�1. The opportunity, if it comes, comes at zero cost. l then
captures the exogenously specified firm’s propensity (common to all firms in the
industry) to innovate. This propensity may be determined by the institutions
exogenous to the market competition or by the prevailing culture of innovation
within the industry that is not specified in the model. From here on, I will refer to l
as the “propensity to innovate.”

“Innovation” is said to occur when a firm with a given technology (zk
t�1) randomly

picks one of its N tasks and considers for implementation an alternative method
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(randomly chosen out of 2n potential methods) for that task. Implementing a new
method is assumed to be costless, but it is limited to only one task at a time. Limiting
innovation to a change in only one task is consistent with the assumption of
bounded rationality. The firms are viewed as being purposive — that is, they seek
improvements in their positions — but are certainly not global optimizers. Let eztk
denote firm k’s vector of experimental methods (i.e., a technology considered for
potential adoption) obtained through innovation. The adoption decision rule is as
follows:

ztk ¼
eztk; if and only if ckðeztk;bzt�1Þockðzt�1k ;bzt�1Þ
zt�1k ; otherwise

(
ð14Þ

A proposed technology is adopted by a firm if and only if it lowers the marginal cost
below the level attained with the current technology the firm carries over from the
previous period.15 This happens when the Hamming distance to the perceived
optimal technology is lower with the proposed technology than with the current
technology. Notice that this condition is equivalent to a condition on the firm
profitability. When an incumbent firm takes all other incumbent firms’ marginal
costs as given, the only way that its profit is going to improve is if its marginal cost is
reduced as the result of its innovation.

For concreteness, consider an example of a production process with five tasks
(N¼ 5), the method for each task being represented with four bits (n¼ 4). Hence,
there are 16 different methods for each task. Let us suppose that firm i currently has
the following technology:

and the optimal technology from t�1 is

Further suppose that firm i had a chance to innovate and (randomly) chose task #3
as the target. It may decide to try another method “1100” rather than the current
“1000” for that task. The experimental method under consideration, call it ezti(h),is
then

With the original technology, zi
t�1(h), the Hamming distance to the optimal

technology, bzt�1(h), is 8 (and the marginal cost is 40) while with the experimental
technology, ezit(h), it is 7 (and the marginal cost is 35) Hence, this represents a gain in
efficiency and firm i adopts the experimental technology — that is, zti ¼ezit.

Task (h): #1 #2 #3 #4 #5

Firm i’s technology (zi
t�1(h)) 1101 0010 1000 1001 1010

Task (h): #1 #2 #3 #4 #5

Optimal technology (bz t�1(h)) 1101 1110 1101 0101 1111

Task (h): #1 #2 #3 #4 #5

Firm i’s experimental technology (ezti (h)) 1101 0010 1100 1001 1010
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Stage 3: Output decisions and market competition
Given the innovation decisions made in stage 2 by the firms in St�1, all firms inMt now
have the updated technologies fztig8i2Mt as well as their current net capital fwt�1

i g8i2Mt .
Given these updated technologies, the firms engage in Cournot competition in the
market, where we “approximate” the outcome with the Cournot equilibrium defined in
Section “Cournot equilibrium with asymmetric costs”.16 Once the market opens for
competition and production commences, the new technological environment, bz t, is
realized, so the actual profits for the firms are now computed on the basis of bz t.

Note that the equilibrium in Section “Cournot equilibrium with asymmetric
costs” was defined for m firms who were assumed to produce positive quantities in
equilibrium. In actuality, given the asymmetric costs, there is no reason to think that
all mt firms will produce positive quantities in equilibrium. Some relatively
inefficient firms may shut down their plants and stay inactive. What we need is
then a mechanism for identifying the set of active firms out of Mt such that the
Cournot equilibrium among these firms will indeed entail positive quantities only.
This is accomplished in the following sequence of steps. Starting from the initial set
of active firms, compute the equilibrium outputs for each firm. If the outputs for one
or more firms are negative, then de-activate the least efficient firm from the set of
currently active firms — that is, set qi

t¼ 0 where i is the least efficient firm. Re-define
the set of active firms (as the previous set of active firms minus the de-activated
firms) and recompute the equilibrium outputs. Repeat the procedure until all active
firms are producing non-negative outputs. Each inactive firm produces zero output
and incurs the economic loss equivalent to its fixed cost. Each active firm produces
its Cournot equilibrium output and earns the corresponding profit. We then have pi

t

for all iAMt.

Stage 4: Exit decisions
Given the single-period profits or losses made in stage 3 of the game, the incumbent
firms in Mt consider exiting the industry in the final stage. The incumbent firms’ net
capital levels are first updated on the basis of the profits (or losses) made in t:

wt
i ¼ wt�1

i þ ptið15Þ

The exit decision rule for each firm is

Stay in; iff wt
iXd

Exit; otherwise

�
ð16Þ

where d is the threshold level of net capital such that all firms with their current net
capital below d exit the market. Once the exit decisions are made by all firms in Mt,
the set of surviving firms from period t is then defined as

St � fall i 2Mtjwt
iXdgð17Þ

I denote by Lt the set of firms which have decided to leave the industry:

Lt � fall i 2Mtjwt
iodgð18Þ

The set of surviving firms, St, their current technologies, fztig8i2St and their current
net capital, fwt

ig8i2St , as well as the current optimal technology, bz t, are passed on to
tþ 1 as state variables.
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DESIGN OF COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS

The values of the parameters used in this paper, including those for the baseline
simulation, are provided in Table 2.17 I assume that there are 24 separate tasks in the
production process, where the method chosen for each task is represented by a 4-bit
string. This implies that there are 24(¼ 16) different methods for each task and
296(D8� 1028) different combinations of methods for the complete production
process. In each period, there are exactly 40 potential entrants who consider entering
the industry, where a new firm enters with a start-up capital (b) of 0. An incumbent
firm will exit the industry, if his net capital falls below the threshold rate (d ) of 0.
The demand intercept is fixed at 300. The maximum magnitude of a change in
technological environment, g, is 8 — that is, the Hamming distance between the
optimal technologies at t�1 and at t can not be more than 8 bits. The time horizon is
over 5,000 periods, where in period 1 the market starts out empty.

There are four parameters that are the focus of my analysis. The first two are the
fixed cost of production, f, and the size of the market, s. The other two are the rate
of change in technological environment, g, and the propensity to innovate, l. Note
that f and s are the structural determinants of the market equilibrium, where lower
(higher) values of f and higher (lower) values of s imply an industry with a capacity
to sustain a greater (smaller) number of firms. On the other hand, g and l determine
the dynamic capability of firms to adapt to changing technological environment.
For instance, a higher value of g reflects more frequent changes in technological
environment, which makes it tougher for firms to adapt given a fixed level of l. On
the other hand, a higher value of l, given a fixed rate of g, provides the firms with a
potential to quickly adapt to the changing environment. As such, a lower value of g
and a higher value of l imply an industry with a greater adaptive potential,
while a higher value of g and a lower value of l imply one with lower adaptive
potential.

I consider four different values for each of these four parameters: fA{100, 200,
300, 400}; sA{4, 6, 8, 10}; gA{0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4}; lA{0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1}. The baseline
values are chosen to be: f¼ 100; s¼ 4; g¼ 0.1; and l¼ 0.5. In carrying out the cross-
industry analysis, I consider different values for a given parameter, while holding all
other parameters at their baseline values.

Table 2 List of parameters and their values

Notation Definition Baseline

value

Parameter values

considered

N Number of tasks 24 24

n Length of a task bit string 4 4

r Number of potential entrants per period 40 40

b Start-up capital for a new entrant 0 0

d Threshold level of net capital for exit 0 0

a Demand intercept 300 300

g Maximum magnitude of change in technological environment 8 8

T Time horizon 5,000 5,000

f Fixed cost 100 {100, 200, 300, 400}

s Market size 4 {4, 6, 8, 10}

g Rate of change in technological environment 0.1 {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4}

l Propensity to innovate 0.5 {0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1}
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Given a configuration of parameters, I keep track of the following endogenous
variables:

|Et| number of firms actually entering the industry in the beginning of
period t

|Mt|(¼mt) number of firms that are in operation in period t (including both
active and inactive firms)

|Lt| number of firms leaving the industry at the end of period t18

|St| number of firms surviving at the end of period t(¼ |Mt|�|Lt|)
Pt market price at which goods are traded in period t
CSt consumer surplus in period t19

fctig8i2Mt realized marginal costs of all firms that were in operation in period t
fqtig8i2Mt actual outputs of all firms that were in operation in period t
fptig8i2Mt realized profits (losses) of all firms that were in operation in

period t

I also construct an additional group of variables to facilitate the inter-industry
comparisons later on. First, note that the two structural parameters, f and s, are
likely to have significant influence on the number of firms that a given industry can
sustain in the long run. Since the magnitude of firm turnovers must be viewed in
relation to the size of the industry, I construct the rates of entry and exit, ERt and
XRt, which are, respectively, the number of new entrants and the number of exiting
firms as the fractions of the total operating firms in period t:

ERt ¼ Etj j
Mtj j and XRt ¼ Ltj j

Mtj jð19Þ

In order to measure the industry concentration, I use the Herfindahl-Hirschmann
Index, Ht:

Ht ¼
X
8i2Mt

qtiP
8j2Mt

qtj
� 100

0B@
1CA

2

ð20Þ

The third variable of interest is an aggregate measure of the industry’s production
efficiency. For this, I construct an industry marginal cost, WMCt, where

WMCt ¼
X
8i2Mt

qtiP
8j2Mt qtj

 !
� cti

" #
ð21Þ

WMCt is, hence, the weighted average of the individual firms’ marginal costs in
period t, where the weights are the market shares of the firms in that period. Note
that a firm’s marginal cost enters into this variable only if it produces a positive
output. As such, WMCt only captures the level of efficiency for those firms who are
sufficiently efficient to produce positive outputs.

Finally, to measure the industry’s performance, I compute the usual PCM.
However, given the inter-firm variation in marginal costs, I construct an aggregate
industry price-cost margin, PCMt, as

PCMt ¼
X
8i2Mt

qtiP
8j2Mt qtj

 !
� P

t � cti
Pt

" #
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PCMt then measures the extent to which the prevailing market price departs from
the firms’ marginal cost levels, where each firm’s PCM is given the weight of its
market share. It is a measure of the collective market power of firms and the
allocative inefficiency of the industry, when firms have heterogeneous costs.

REPRESENTATIVE REPLICATION WITH BASELINE PARAMETER
VALUES

Let us start with a single representative replication based on the baseline parameter
values as indicated in Table 2. Figure 2 captures the time paths of the six
endogenous variables over the first 5,000 periods of the industry’s development from
its birth to full maturity: (a) the number of entrants, |Et|; (b) the number of exiting
firms, |Lt|; (c) the proportion of exiting firms that are of a given age or younger; (d)
the number of operating firms, |Mt|; (e) the market price, Pt; and (f) the consumer
surplus, CSt. First note from Figure 2(a) the initial surge in the number of new
entrants into the industry at its birth: The entire pool of potential entrants (40)
jumps into the industry as it is newly born. This rush quickly slows down and the
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Figure 2. Time paths from a representative replication.
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industry settles into a steady state where there are occasional entries that continue
indefinitely over the horizon. Figure 2(b) shows that the initial surge of entries is
immediately followed by a large number of exits, implying that a large number firms
who initially entered the industry are soon forced out through a severe market
competition — that is, a “shakeout.” After the initial shakeout, the industry experiences
a steady out-flow of firms that accompanies the steady in-flow of firms exhibited in
Figure 2(a). Hence, the industry experiences a persistent series of entry and exit.

A more interesting observation is that these exits are predominantly of firms which
have recently entered the industry. To see this, I examined the ages of all firms that
exited between t¼ 1,000 and t¼ 5,000, excluding the exits that occurred during the
initial transient phase (the first 1,000 periods) of the industry’s development.20 There was
a total of 1,046 exits which took place over the 4,000 periods (the number of exits taking
place over the first 1,000 periods was 443). The ages of these 1,046 exiting firms ranged
from 1 to 4,204. But more importantly, the age distribution was heavily right-skewed —
that is, a large percentage of the firms exited at early ages. Figure 2(c) shows the
proportion of the total exiting firms (1,046) whose ages were less than or equal to AGE
on the horizontal axis. Over 40 percent of the exiting firms were 10 periods or younger,
while over 76 percent of them were 100 periods or younger. This is consistent with the
“infant mortality” phenomenon often observed in the empirical data [Caves 1998,
pp. 1954–1959]. There are two distinct forces in the model that combine with one
another to generate this result. First, as a group, the incumbents are the ones that have
survived the market competition through their relative technological superiority. Since
the new entrants enter the market with a randomly chosen technology, the selection
dynamics of the market competition alone would confer an advantage upon the
surviving incumbents over the newer entrants (provided that the technological turbulence
is not too great). Second, there are efficiency gains that the incumbents accumulate over
time through many periods of repeated innovations. The newer entrants with limited
episodes of innovations are likely to be at a disadvantage when competing against the
older incumbents.21 Again, the value of these efficiency gains will depend on the extent to
which the technological environment shifts from one period to the next.

The continual streams of entries and exits interact to produce the time series in
Figure 2(d) of the total number of operating firms, mt, which include both the active
and inactive firms. The time path shows that the number of operating firms moves
with substantial volatility over time, though it moves around a steady mean (F70)
after about t¼ 1,000. The corresponding time path of the market price is captured in
Figure 2(e). Again, the path is volatile. The market price starts out high at the initial
infant stage of the industry, but then declines sharply as the industry expands and
matures, eventually reaching a steady state around t¼ 1,000, after which it fluctuates
around a steady mean. As expected, the consumer surplus captured in Figure 2(f)
moves in the opposite direction from the price.

The time paths captured in Figure 2 are typical of all replications performed in
this study. Even though a typical time path shows a substantial degree of volatility
throughout, a moving average path (where the average is taken over, say, 500
periods) tends toward a stable level after t¼ 1,000. Defining the steady state as the
stage in which the moving average of a reasonable length remains at a stable level,
the time paths of interest almost always reach a steady state by t¼ 3,000 for all
parameter configurations considered in this study.22 As such, when we examine the
impact of industry-specific factors on the industry’s performance, the steady-state
value of an endogenous variable will be computed as an average over the 2,000
periods between t¼ 3,001 and t¼ 5,000.
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TIME SERIES PROPERTIES ALONG THE STEADY-STATE PATH

Having examined the outputs from a typical run, I now engage in a more systematic
exploration by performing multiple replications. For each parameter configuration,
I have performed 500 independent replications, using a fresh sequence of random
numbers for each replication. The time series values of the endogenous variables listed
above were collected for the last 2,000 periods from t¼ 3,001 to t¼ 5,000. These time
series, hence, represent the steady-state paths of these endogenous variables. Table 3
presents the correlations between the time series of various endogenous variables and
the rate of entry, averaged over 500 replications, for each parameter configuration of
(f, s, g, l). For ease of comparison, I change the value of one parameter at a time while
holding fixed the values of all other parameters at their baseline levels.

For each parameter configuration, the columns in Table 3 report how the time
series of the entry rate correlates with those of the exit rate, industry marginal cost,
market price, industry PCM, industry concentration, consumer surplus, aggregate
industry profit, and total surplus, respectively. Note that the aggregate industry
profit is the sum of all profits and losses made by the operating firms in the industry:
Pt ¼

P
8i2Mt pti . It includes the losses (payment of the fixed cost) made by the

inactive firms. The total surplus is defined as the sum of the consumer surplus and
the aggregate industry profit: TSt¼CStþPt.

Several patterns emerge from this table, the most relevant being the positive
correlation between the contemporary rates of entry and exit for all parameter
configurations, as indicated by the entries in the first column.

Property 1: The contemporary rates of entry and exit are positively correlated.

This property implies that within a given industry the period with a higher than
average rate of entry is also likely to be the period with a higher than average rate of
exit. This is consistent with the empirical findings in Dunne et al. [1988]. Also, note
that this result is based only on the entries and exits that occurred over the last 2,000

Table 3 Correlations between time series

Parameter value {ERt}

f s g l {XRt} {WMCt} {Pt} {PCMt} {Ht} {CSt} {IIt} {TSt}

100 4 0.1 0.5 0.2840 0.3974 0.3974 �0.2832 �0.0204 �0.3933 �0.1925 �0.3931
200 4 0.1 0.5 0.3131 0.3747 0.3650 �0.2961 �0.1064 �0.3639 �0.2268 �0.3698
300 4 0.1 0.5 0.3356 0.3524 0.3327 �0.2975 �0.1551 �0.3319 �0.2384 �0.3503
400 4 0.1 0.5 0.3589 0.3365 0.3057 �0.2998 �0.1872 �0.3051 �0.2513 �0.3393
100 4 0.1 0.5 0.2840 0.3974 0.3947 �0.2832 �0.0204 �0.3933 �0.1925 �0.3931
100 6 0.1 0.5 0.2716 0.4030 0.4019 �0.2727 0.0170 �0.4004 �0.1704 �0.4008
100 8 0.1 0.5 0.2679 0.4045 0.4035 �0.2671 0.0372 �0.4019 �0.1528 �0.4036
100 10 0.1 0.5 0.2640 0.4036 0.4027 �0.2636 0.0488 �0.4010 �0.1360 �0.4030
100 4 0.1 0.5 0.2840 0.3974 0.3947 �0.2832 �0.0204 �0.3933 �0.1925 �0.3931
100 4 0.2 0.5 0.3496 0.4304 0.4193 �0.2756 �0.0726 �0.4188 �0.2349 �0.4287
100 4 0.3 0.5 0.3794 0.4017 0.3778 �0.2556 �0.0995 �0.3777 �0.2512 �0.4153
100 4 0.4 0.5 0.4043 0.3654 0.3291 �0.2403 �0.1188 �0.3291 �0.2627 �0.3957
100 4 0.1 0.25 0.2732 0.3953 0.3901 �0.2470 �0.0599 �0.3896 �0.2039 �0.3821
100 4 0.1 0.5 0.2840 0.3974 0.3947 �0.2832 �0.0204 �0.3933 �0.1925 �0.3931
100 4 0.1 0.75 0.3030 0.3476 0.3432 �0.2657 0.0315 0.3411 �0.1574 �0.3506
100 4 0.1 1.0 0.3142 0.2906 0.2862 �0.2297 0.0532 �0.2839 �0.1198 �0.2938
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periods during which the industry is in a steady state. Hence, this positive
correlation is not just a transient phenomenon that is likely to arise during the initial
shakeout period. Rather, it is a phenomenon that is observed along the industry’s
steady-state path. This result, together with the typical age distribution of the exiting
firms in Figure 2(c), is then fully consistent with the observation of Caves [2007]:

“Turnover in particular affects entrants, who face high hazard rates in their
infancy that drop over time. It is largely because of high infant mortality that
rates of entry and exit from industries are positively correlated (compare the
obvious theoretical model that implies either entry or exit should occur but not
both). The positive entry-exit correlation appears in cross-sections of
industries, and even in time series for individual industries, if their life-cycle
stages are controlled.” [p. 9]

The second column of results in Table 3 also shows that the rate of entry is
positively correlated with the industry marginal cost. Recall that the technological
environment is likely to shift with a probability of g. Such a shift adversely affects
many of the firms who have already adapted to the old environment, thereby
temporarily raising the industry marginal cost. This sudden rise in industry marginal
cost (in t) induces exits of the unfortunate incumbents, providing an opening for new
entrants to come into the industry in tþ 1, and, hence, the positive correlation. The
rise in the industry marginal cost pushes up the market price, but not enough to
offset the rise in marginal cost itself. Consequently, the industry PCM tends to drop.

Property 2: The rates of entry and exit are positively correlated with the market
price, but negatively correlated with the industry price-cost margin.

It is immediate from these results that the market price is negatively correlated with
the industry PCM. Hence, the period of high price is actually the period of low PCM
for the firms. As mentioned above, this property is driven by the fact that a shift in
technological environment, in general, adversely affects the marginal costs of the
firms which then leads to higher market price but lower PCMs. The negative
relationship between the industry marginal cost and the industry PCM is implied by
the opposing signs of the correlations in the second and the fourth columns of results
in Table 3. A high market price is then less a reflection of market power and more
that of temporary inefficiency in firms’ production process caused by sudden
unexpected shifts in technological environment.

Finally, the welfare measures, CSt, Pt, and TSt are all negatively correlated with
ERt. This is as expected. The fact that ERt and Pt are positively correlated directly
implies that ERt and CSt are negatively correlated. That ERt and Pt are negatively
correlated is also consistent with our view that the external technological shocks
tend to adversely affect the efficiency in firms’ production processes.

STEADY-STATE MEAN PROPERTIES ACROSS INDUSTRIES

In this section, I address the issue of how industry-specific factors affect the turnover
of firms as well as their performance in the long run. The approach is to focus on the
mean behavior of the relevant endogenous variables along the steady-state time
path. For each of the 500 replications carried out for each parameter configuration,
I compute the steady-state mean of the time series outputs for each endogenous
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variable. These steady-state means are then averaged over the 500 replications. More
specifically, given the time series of an endogenous variable x, {xk

t }t¼ 3001
5000 , from a

given replication, k, I compute the steady-state mean value of x as

x � 1

500
�
X500
k¼1

1

2000
�
X5000

t¼3001
xtk

 !
ð22Þ

where x¼ER, XR, m, P, WMC, H, PCM, CS, P, and TS.
I first examine the entry and exit patterns across industries in Section “Entry and exit

patterns” by focusing on the mean rates of entry and exit for various parameter
configurations. The endogenous industry concentration is then analyzed in Section
“Industry concentration”. In Section “Industry performance”, I look at the endogenous
performance differences across industries and identify patterns in the relationships
between these differences and the relevant parameters. Finally, in section “Welfare”, I
examine the welfare implications in the long run. As noted, there are two different types
of parameters that are of interest to us. The first two parameters, f and s, have direct
impacts on the endogenous market structure and performance by determining the
structural capacity of the market. The other two, g and l, have indirect and dynamic
impacts by specifying the firms’ abilities to adapt to changing environment.
My presentation of the results will be organized around these two types of parameters.

Entry and exit patterns

Figure 3 captures how f and s affect (a) the mean rate of entry ðERÞ and (b) the mean
rate of exit ðXRÞ. It shows that an industry with a higher fixed cost has both a higher
rate of entry and a higher rate of exit for all sA{4, 6, 8, 10}. Furthermore, an industry
with a smaller market size (s) has both a higher rate of entry and a higher rate of exit
for all fA{100, 200, 300, 400}. Note that the mean rate of exit is the mean fraction of
operating firms that exit the industry per period. The inverse of this rate is the mean
fraction of operating firms that survive in the industry per period. As such, the fact
that the mean rate of exit is higher for those industries with greater f and/or smaller s
directly indicates that the mean rate of firm survival is lower in those same
industries. This would also imply that the firms must exit at younger ages in those
industries. This intuition is directly confirmed in the following exercise. I collected
the ages of the exiting firms for all those who leave the industry between t¼ 3,001
and 5,000. I then compute the proportion of those whose ages are less than or equal
to AGEA{200, 400,y, 2,000}. The results are presented in Figure 4: (a) for
fA{100, 200, 300, 400} and (b) for sA{4, 6, 8, 10}. It clearly shows that a larger
proportion of exiting firms are of younger ages in those industries having higher
rates of firm turnovers (higher f and/or lower s).

Similarly, looking at the rates of entry and exit in Figure 5(a)–(b), we find that both
rates are higher in more turbulent (higher g) and less adaptable industries (lower l).
This is straightforward. Since a turbulent industry shifts the technological
environment more frequently, there are more opportunities for new firms to come
in. But, of course, the same turbulence tends to push the firms out of the market more
frequently as well, thereby raising the rate of firm turnover on average. As discussed
before, a higher rate of firm turnover implies a lower rate of firm survival, which
should also imply an increase in “infant mortality.” Figure 6 confirms this. Figures
6(a) and 6(b) show that the proportion of exiting firms with their age lower than a
given AGE tends to increase in g and decrease in l, respectively.23 Hence, more firms
tend to exit at a young age in an industry with a greater technological turbulence.
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Property 3: The mean rates of entry and exit are both higher and the mean rate of
survival is lower when: (1) the fixed cost (f ) is larger; (2) the market size (s) is
smaller; (3) the rate of change in the technological environment (g) is higher; or
(4) firms’ propensity to innovate (l) is lower.

The findings reported here then indicate that the mean rates of entry and exit move
together for all parameter configurations. This has an important implication for
comparative studies involving a population of heterogeneous industries. This implies
that an industry with a higher-than-average rate of entry is also likely to have a higher-
than-average rate of exit. Again, this is fully consistent with the empirical findings
that report positive correlations between rates of entry and exit across industries
[Dunne et al. 1988]. Since the rate of entry and the rate of exit tend to go together, I
will simply refer to either one as the “rate of firm turnover.”

Industry concentration

I now examine the impacts that the four parameters have on the long-run structure
of the industry. Figure 7(a) shows the steady-state number of operating firms as a
function of f and s. Recall that the number of operating firms includes both the
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active firms (who produce positive quantities) and the inactive firms (who shut down
their production and only pay the fixed cost). Figure 7(b) shows the number of
active firms as a function of f and s. As expected, both the number of operating firms
and the number of active firms are lower in industries with higher fixed cost (f ) and/
or smaller market size (s). This is an outcome that a static model of Cournot
oligopoly with symmetric costs would have predicted. My model confirms these
findings in a dynamic setting with entry, exit, and heterogeneous firm costs. In order
to further confirm that the number of active firms inversely affects the industry
concentration, I plot in Figure 7(c) the steady-state mean values of Herfindahl-
Hirschman Index, H�, for all relevant values of f and s. As expected, an industry with
a higher f and/or smaller s tends to be more concentrated.

Examining the long-run industry structure for industries having different values of
g and l, Figure 8(a) shows that the number of operating firms is generally higher in
those industries having greater rate of change in technological environment and/or
lower firms’ propensity to innovate. In other words, there are more firms (active and
inactive) in the industry if the firms are less adaptive to their technological
environment. This result is counter-intuitive and requires a closer look. Note that
the operating firms include both active and inactive firms. If we separate the active
firms from the inactive firms, the result becomes much more sensible. As shown in
Figure 8(b), the number of active firms is lower in those industries with high g and
low l. This then implies that the industries in less adaptable environment tend to
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have more inactive firms who are unable to operate profitably and are simply
waiting to exit once they exhaust their net capital. Given that the concentration
measure is defined over only those firms that produce positive quantities, the mean
Herfindahl-Hirschmann Index (HHI), H�, is higher in those industries with less
adaptable technological environment (as shown in Figure 8(c)).

Property 4: An industry is more concentrated on average when: (1) the fixed cost
(f ) is larger; (2) the market size (s) is smaller; (3) the rate of change in techno-
logical environment (g) is higher; or (4) firms’ propensity to innovate (l) is lower.

It should be noted that the conditions on the four parameters that support greater
industry concentration are the same ones as those that support greater firm turnover
rates. The implications of this property will be further discussed in Section
“Endogenous relationships between turnover, concentration, and performance”.

Industry performance

The next issue is how the four parameters affect the industry performance. In
Figure 9, I first plot the mean industry marginal cost, WMC, for all f and s. Notice
that the mean industry marginal cost is higher in those industries with a higher f or
smaller s. In other words, the industries that exhibit high rate of firm turnovers tend
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to suffer from lower production efficiency and higher marginal costs. This may seem
surprising as we traditionally think of the dynamic process of entry-competition-exit
as cleansing the market of inefficiencies and, thereby, leading it toward optimal
production techniques. The fact is that the strength of the market’s selective force is
itself dependent on these parameters. Those industries with higher f and lower s are
not likely to induce a large number of entries by efficient firms as their sustaining
capacity tends to be small. Although the rate of entry — the number of entry as a
proportion of the number of operating firms — may be high for higher f or smaller s,
the fewness in the number of entries limits the extent to which the turnover process
can effectively select the more efficient firms.

Because firms in high-turnover industries tend to have higher marginal costs, the
market price tends to be higher as well. This is shown in Figure 9(b). Most
interestingly, however, the industry price-cost margin, PCM, tends to be higher in
an industry with a higher rate of turnover — see Figure 9(c). While the production
is, in general, inefficient in those industries, the higher market price, resulting from
the concentrated structure and the associated market power, raises the PCMs for the
firms.

Finally, Figure 10(a) shows that the industry marginal cost is higher in an industry
with a greater rate of change in technological environment. This is obvious and does
not require an explanation. The high marginal costs tend to raise the market price,
as shown in Figure 10(b). However, contrary to the case of structural parameters,
f and s, the industry PCM is now lower for those industries that are subject to more
turbulent technological environment as shown in Figure 10(c). In other words, the
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firms’ performance is affected more by the rising marginal cost and less by the
increased market power from concentration.

Property 5: The industry marginal cost and the market price are both higher when:
(1) the fixed cost (f ) is larger; (2) the market size (s) is smaller; (3) the rate of
change in technological environment (g) is higher; or (4) firms’ propensity to
innovate (l) is lower.
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Property 6: The industry price-cost margin is higher when: (1) the fixed cost (f )
is larger; (2) the market size (s) is smaller; (3) the rate of change in technological
environment (g) is lower; or (4) firms’ propensity to innovate (l) is higher.

These properties have an implication for the cross-sectional studies in industry
performance. If the industries in the sample are differentiated in terms of their
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fixed cost or market size, then we are likely to observe that the market prices and
the industry PCMs across industries are positively correlated — that is, those
industries with a higher than average market price will also have higher than
average PCM. However, if the industries in the sample are differentiated in terms
of the firms’ adaptive potential (g and l in this model), then the prices and PCMs
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are likely to be negatively correlated across industries — that is, those industries
with higher-than-average price should have lower-than-average PCMs.
In a broad sample of industries that are heterogeneous in all four parameters,
it is unlikely that one would find any strong relationship between price and
PCM.
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Welfare

In view of the structure and performance results reported in the previous sections, the
welfare results are straightforward.24 First, both the consumer surplus and the
aggregate industry profit (and, hence, the total surplus) decrease in f and increase in s.
With respect to the former relationship, the driving force is clearly the steady-state
market price being higher in an industry with higher fixed cost. With respect to the
market size, there are two effects that reinforce each other: (1) a larger value of s increa-
ses the size of consumer surplus for a given price through greater demand; (2) a larger
market tends to have a lower steady-state market price and, consequently, a larger
consumer surplus. Together, they lead to a positive relationship between s and welfare.

In terms of the firms’ adaptive potential, all three welfare measures decrease in g and
increase in l. An industry with a greater rate of change in technological environment
generates a lower level of consumer surplus as well as a lower level of aggregate industry
profits. Note that the market price is higher in an industry with a greater technological
turbulence — this reflects the general difficulty that firms have in adapting to the
shifting technological environment (and, hence, the higher steady-state levels of their
marginal costs) in these industries. The higher level of market price then implies lower
level of consumer surplus for these industries. Because the higher market price is mainly
due to the higher industrial marginal cost, the aggregate industry profit also tends to be
lower when there is greater technological turbulence. The same intuition would apply
from the opposite direction when it comes to the firms’ “propensity to innovate.” The
greater the propensity to innovate in a given industry, the more adapted the firms will
be in general (which then implies lower marginal costs for them). This, in turn, leads to
lower market price and greater consumer surplus as well as greater industry profits.

ENDOGENOUS RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN TURNOVER,
CONCENTRATION, AND PERFORMANCE

The conventional industrial organization literature focused on the market structure
as the main determinant of firm performance. Much of the empirical research
belonging to this structural school were cross-sectional studies aimed at identifying
the relationship between the degree of market concentration and the PCM (or some
form of accounting profit as its proxy). The model presented in this paper, with its
ability to track the movements over time of the various endogenous variables, allows
me to address the concentration-margins question in a straightforward manner. The
results obtained on firm turnovers also allow identification of the linkage between
an industry’s turnover rate and its concentration.

How the structural parameters ( f and s) and the adaptive potential parameters (g and
l) affect the rate of firm turnovers were captured in Figures 3 and 5. Their impacts on
the steady-state HHI, H�, were captured in Figures 7(c) and 8(c), respectively. Likewise,
their impacts on the steady-state market price and the industry PCM were captured in
Figures 9 and 10. These observations can be summarized as follows:

Parameters Rate of turnover Concentration (H�) Market price (P�) PCM ðPCMÞ

f + + + +

s � � � �
g + + + �
l � � � +
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Hence, firms’ fixed cost (f ) affects the above four endogenous variables positively,
while the market size (s) affects all of them negatively. The rate of change in the
technological environment (g) positively affects the rate of turnover, industry
concentration, and the market price, while it negatively affects the industry PCM.
The firms’ propensity of innovate (l) has the exact opposite effects on these
variables: It negatively affects the rate of turnover, industry concentration, and the
market price, while it positively affects the industry PCM.

Observe from the above table that the rate of turnover and the industry
concentration have the same signs for all parameters; hence, they always move
together. The first implication is then on the endogenous relationship between the
rate of firm turnover and the industry concentration.

Property 7: The rate of firm turnover and the industry concentration are positively
related.

Davies and Geroski [1997] provide some empirical support for this property. They
estimated the market shares of leading firms in a sample of three-digit industries in
UK in 1979 and 1986. Defining market turbulence as the degree of market share
changes among the largest five firms in each industry and measuring market
concentration with the five-firm concentration ratio, they found that “turbulence
tends to be higher in more concentrated industries, and it is inversely (if weakly)
correlated to changes in concentration.” More recently, Brynjolfsson et al. [2008]
found evidence that turbulence (as measured by the intra-industry rank change in
sales) and concentration (H-index) tended to move together in IT-intensive US
industries over the period of 1995–2006. Although the context and the measurement
of turnover are slightly different from those in my model, these papers do show that
there is a positive relationship between the turnover rate and concentration.

The second implication is on the concentration–performance relationship. The
traditional cross-sectional studies find the presumed positive relationship between
concentration and price to be much stronger than that between concentration and
PCM. [Weiss 1989] The results obtained here confirm these findings. First note that the
concentration measure and the market price have the same signs for all parameters.

Property 8: The industry concentration and the market price are positively related.

A more concentrated industry is, hence, likely to have higher market price, consistent
with the findings of the cross-sectional studies. The results on the relationship between
concentration and PCM are not so straightforward. The concentration measure and
the PCM move in the same direction when the industries vary in terms of f and s: as
often claimed in the conventional literature, a more concentrated industry tends to
exhibit higher PCM. However, when industries vary in terms of their adaptive poten-
tial, g and l, the concentration measure and the PCMmove in the opposite direction so
that a more concentrated industry exhibits a lower PCM and vice versa. This then
implies that a sample of industries that are differentiated in terms of all four parameters
is unlikely to show any significant relationship between concentration and PCM,
confirming the difficulty that the old cross-sectional studies faced.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper presented a dynamic model of industry competition that is capable of
generating the various empirical regularities on firm turnovers and market structure
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over time and across industries. The primary objective was to deepen our
understanding of how the dynamics of firm entry and exit affect the endogenous
market structure and firm performance. The driving force behind the dynamic
process that generated the persistent firm turnovers in this model was the turbulent
nature of the technological environment within which firms must operate. The
adverse effect that sudden unexpected technological shocks have on the cost
positions of the firms repeatedly set in motion the process of market selection as it
operates on the evolving population of heterogeneous firms who adapt through
independent innovations. The implications for the standard questions in industrial
organization were then explored through the computational analysis of the firm
turnovers as well as the evolving industry structure and performance over time. The
computational methodology utilized here had the flexibility to exploit the various
features of the model to the fullest extent, thus making feasible the comparative
dynamics exercises that formed the basis of the reported results.

More work remains to be done. I will conclude by offering some thoughts on one
possible avenue that this line of research may take. As emphasized by Baldwin
[1995], there are different types of entry and exit. A firm can enter an industry by
building a new capacity (greenfield entry) or by acquiring existing capacity
(acquisition) or by transferring capacity from another industry. A firm can exit an
industry through the closure of capacity (closedown) or through the divestiture of
existing capacity (divestiture) or through transfer of the capacity to another
industry. In this paper, I focused only on greenfield entries and closedown exits by
assuming single-product single-plant firms in the model. A useful avenue for future
exploration will be to consider multi-market firms which may expand its operation
by entering new markets either through building a new capacity or through
acquiring existing capacity from an exiting firm. Likewise, an exit from an industry
may not be permanent and total as it is in the current model. It may withdraw from
one market but retain its operations in other markets, or simply move its operation
from one market to another by transferring its capacity. Incorporating these
possibilities into a multi-market model will enable one to investigate the issue of firm
turnover in a much more comprehensive framework in which multi-market firms
make the underlying entrepreneurial decisions on which market(s) to enter and exit.
The rates of entry and exit will then be viewed more as the rate of firm’s mobility
from one market to another, a perspective that is more in line with the reality —
entrepreneurs never leave the business arena; they merely move from one profit-
making venture to another, willingly embracing the risk of failure along the way in
return for the compensating monetary gains. Such an extension will further widen
the scope of the model presented here and enable us to study the dynamic patterns of
mergers and acquisitions as well as of diversifications in a comprehensive but
coherent framework.

Notes

1. The comments of two anonymous referees, Ed Bell, Emmanuel Dechenaux, Jon Harford, Eric

Johnson, Richard Kent, and the seminar participants at Kent State University, Youngstown State

University, 2010 MEA Conference (Evanston), 2010 IIOC (Vancouver), and 2010 CEF Conference

(London) are very much appreciated. I gratefully acknowledge the support of the College of Graduate

Studies at Cleveland State University for this research.

2. For comprehensive reviews of this early literature, see Weiss [1974] and Scherer [1980].

3. See Caves [1998] for an excellent survey of this literature.
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4. For empirical evidences on the “ shakeout” phenomenon, see Gort and Klepper [1982], Klepper and

Simons [1997, 2000a, b] and Klepper [2002]. For a computational exploration, see Chang [2009].

5. See Tesfatsion and Judd [2006] for up-to-date reviews of models that use similar approaches.

6. As Kirzner [1973] states: “We see the market as made up, during any period of time, of the interacting

decisions of consumers, entrepreneur-producers, and resource owners. Not all the decisions in a given

period can be carried out, since many of them may erroneously anticipate and depend upon other

decisions which are in fact not being made ... [E]ven without changes in the basic data of the market

(i.e., in consumer tastes, technological possibilities, and resource availabilities), the decisions made in

one period of time generate systematic alterations in the corresponding decisions for the succeeding

period. Taken over time, this series of systematic changes in the interconnected network of market

decisions constitutes the market process. The market process, then, is set in motion by the results of

the initial market-ignorance of the participants” [pp. 9–10]. The modeling of firms and industry

evolution in this paper takes this view of “competition as a process” seriously and offers a way to

explore such a process in an explicit and systematic fashion.

7. A referee has pointed out that the current model with fixed decisions rules motivated by static profits

represents a rather extreme opposite of the usual perfect foresight/perfect rationality models. I agree.

An ideal model would entail agents with limited foresight, where they can perhaps foresee several

periods into the future and discount the profits appropriately on the basis of the bounded planning

horizon. Where on the spectrum of rationality that this ideal model would rest will be sensitive to the

computational cost considerations mentioned above. The myopic decision making as modeled here

represents the first step toward such a refinement.

8. An externally generated innovation can also be viewed as a shock that affects the relative input prices

for the firms. If firms, at any given point in time, are using heterogeneous production processes with

varying mix of inputs, such a change in input prices will have diverse impact on the relative efficiencies

of firms’ production processes — some may benefit from the shock; some may not. Such an external

shock will then require (with varying degrees of urgency) a series of adaptive moves by the affected

firms for their survival.

9. Chang [2009] offers an alternative approach by modeling the technological environment as being

stable but with multiple locally optimal technologies. The main focus is on the industry dynamics

during the initial shakeout phase, where one of the objectives was to investigate the impact of multiple

optima on the shakeout dynamics. In the current paper, I am more interested in the turnover dynamics

along the steady-state path in the presence of technological turbulence. As such, I abstract away from

the possibility of multiple local optima.

10. In actuality, there is no reason to suppose that in the presence of asymmetric costs all m firms will

produce positive quantities in equilibrium. Some of these firms may become inactive by producing zero

quantity. The algorithm used to distinguish among active and inactive firms based on their production

costs will be addressed in a later section.

11. This function can be inverted to Q¼ s(a�P). For a given market price, doubling the market size then

doubles the quantity demanded.

12. In the computational implementation of this mechanism, I assume that bz 0 is chosen on the basis of

uniform distribution over all elements in D(bz)t�1, (g).
13. This requires: (1) a potential entrant is able to (correctly) perceive its own marginal cost from its

chosen technology and the previous period’s optimal technology; and (2) the market price and the

active firms’ production quantities in t�1 are common knowledge. Each active incumbent’s marginal

cost can be directly inferred from the market price and the production quantities as qi¼ s[P�ci].
14. The size of the one-time cost of entry is not directly relevant for our analysis. It may be zero or

positive. If it is zero, then b is the excess fund the firm enters the market with. If it is positive, then b is

what remains of the fund after paying for the cost of entry.

15. I assume that the evaluation of the technology by a firm in terms of its production efficiency (and the

consequent marginal cost) is done with perfect accuracy. While this assumption is clearly unrealistic, it

is made to avoid overloading the model which is already substantially complicated.

16. Given the “limited rationality” assumption employed in this paper, I admit to the use of Cournot-

Nash equilibrium as being inconsistent with it conceptually. A more consistent approach would have

been to explicitly model the process of market experimentation. Instead of modeling this process,

which would further complicate an already complex model, I implicitly assume that it is done instantly

and without cost. Cournot-Nash equilibrium is then assumed to be a reasonable approximation of the

outcome from that process. In further defense of its use, I refer the readers to a small body of litera-

ture, in which experimental studies are conducted to determine whether firm behavior indeed conver-

ges to the Cournot-Nash equilibrium via best-reply dynamic. In their pioneering work, Fouraker and

Siegel [1963] conducted experiments with participants who took the role of the quantity-adjusting
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Cournot oligopolists under incomplete information. They did find that the Cournot-Nash equilibrium

was supported in many trials for the cases of duopoly and triopoly. Similarly, Cox and Walker [1998],

using linear demand and constant marginal cost in Cournot duopoly, found that, if a stable

equilibrium exists, then the participants in their experiments learn to play the Cournot-Nash

equilibrium after only a few periods. Even though best reply dynamics do not necessarily converge in

oligopolies with more than three firms [Theocharis 1960], Huck et al. [1999] finds that the best reply

process does converge if firms are assumed to exhibit some inertia in their choice of strategy. For a

more general discussion and survey of the literature involving experimental treatment of oligopoly

behavior, please see Armstrong and Huck [2010].

17. The source code for the computational experiments was written in C++ and the simulation outputs

were analyzed and visualized using Mathematica 7.0. The source code is available upon request from

the author.

18. I also collect the “ages” of all firms that exit the industry over the entire horizon.

19. Given Pt, the consumer surplus is computed as CSt¼ 1/2 � s � (a�Pt)2.

20. The first 1,000 periods are excluded so as to remove the possible effects of the initial shakeout in the

industry.

21. I thank a referee for pointing out the impact of “cumulative advantage” of firms on the infant

mortality phenomenon.

22. See Law and Kelton [2000] for detailed discussions on how to identify the steady state in stochastic

processes.

23. In Figure 6(b), this result does not seem to hold for high values of l such as l¼ 0.75 and l¼ 1. It

should be noted that the variance in the simulation data tends to be relatively high for these values of

l, thus making our comparison based on mean values rather difficult.

24. The figures (based on the simulation data) showing these results are available from the author.
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